– for the Flower, Hobby, Arts & Crafts
Clarke Colours range of paints was initially
formulated to be soft and gentle enough to
be used on floral arrangements to brighten
and beautify their blooms. Our Fluorescent,
Pastel and Brilliant colours are therefore
safe to be used on fresh and dried flowers,
polystyrene, plastics, wood, etc.
The flower sprays are exceptionally quick drying, and
produce a most attractive finish on virtually any surface.
Our spray paints are particularly recommended for use on polystyrene and in the
arts and crafts environment. To apply, spray with the can approximately 35cm the surface to be painted.
Move the can gently and smoothly to-and-fro and build up successive coats of paint.
Note: To prevent blockage in the nozzle, and ensure trouble free repeat usage; invert the can and spray
for a few seconds to clear the valve and nozzle after use.
For available colours see the Colour Chart on the reverse side.

- for Commercial or Compressor applied Purposes
Clarke’s paint formula is also available in 1Lt and 5Lt liquid packs. This
product is sold as our “Petal Paint” range. These 1Lt and 5Lt quantities
allow for application by compressor driven spray guns, or other similar
large or commercial scale environments and/or applications on fresh and
dried flowers, polystyrene, plastics, wood, etc.
Petal paint is supplied in our range of Brilliant, Pastel and
Fluorescent colours. Petal Paint is a quick drying formula
and produce a most attractive finish on virtually all
surfaces.
This paint is particularly recommended for use on
polystyrene in the shop display and show stand environments.
Available in more than 60 colours - see the Colour Chart on reverse.

Christmas Snow
A bright white, gentle snow spray for all year round decorating. Great for
shop-front displays and sprayed on glass windows not to mention applied
to Christmas trees at the festive season.
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Please note: the colours may not be represented accurately in a printed or digital format. Colours when
applied may also vary dependent on the substrate they are applied to.
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